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Introduction
Calibration of Land Use/Transport 
Models tends to be difficult

involves parameter estimation and 
design changes

Everything connected to everything 
else
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Look at a portion of the model
substitute observed data to enable 
parameter estimation - appreciate 
differences!

Explore relationships using other models
e.g. aggregate vs. disaggregate, 
conditional choice

Calibrate individual 
relationships
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Models and submodels for 
Sacramento MEPLAN



Overall calibration necessary
Use relationships in the model to 
overcome data limitations
Correct for biases caused by 
circular connections between non-
linear models
Like "validation"

except more formal and more 
thorough



Targets and parameters for 
overall calibration

Influenced by the entire model
e.g., trip length distributions, ground 
counts

Bias correction
Mode shares, elasticities

Parameters should include those 
that influence important targets
Targets should include those that 
can confirm/adjust unsettled 
parameters



Targets for Sacramento 
MEPLAN

Target
Number of 

targets Weight
Portion of trips by 
private auto 5 4.1
HOV vs SOV Mode 
Split 5 2.2
Walk, Cycle use 2 5.77
Trip length 
distributions 38 0.75
Non-Auto OD Matrix 3,249 2
Auto OD Matrix 3,249 2



Parameters for Sacramento 
MEPLAN

Mode specific constants
Mode choice dispersion parameters
Location choice dispersion 
parameters



"Hand" estimation
Subjective
Time consuming

inhibits design changes 
Not repeatable

difficulty in verifying calibration
Analyst becomes intimate with the 
model

understands reasons for lack of fit
can identify necessary design 
changes



Hand calibration difficulties
Multiple 
correlations

need to change 
parameters 
simultaneously 
to improve 
goodness of fit

More than three 
dimensions at 
once difficult



Objective function
Weighted least squares

LUTI models are too complex to 
support much else
can transform targets so errors 
distributions approach independent 
Normal

Weights can be based on 
hypothesis

but subject to ad-hoc adjustment
influenced by model's purpose and 
use



Search process
Run the model many times

perturbing one parameter each time 
to numerically evaluate partial 
derivatives
choosing a direction
trying a new set of parameters

Levenberg-Marquardt method
adjusts step size appropriately to 
blend Newton's method and 
Steepest Descent



Search software



Mode choice goodness of fit
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TLD goodness of fit



Convergence
Minimize

Assume linear

Normal conditions (at convergence)



Weight Sensitivity
Parameter sensitivity to weights

Target sensitivity to weights



Interactive Investigation of 
lack-of-fit

Lack of fit at convergence is due to 
other targets "pulling" in other 
directions
Software identifies those other 
targets





Response to unacceptable of 
lack-of-fit

Change weights
emphasize one target to force fit, 
understanding what other targets 
will be sacraficed

Change design
Model as specified just isn't good 
enough
Add to, enhance or change the 
model's design

e.g. Davis students for mode choice
e.g. Splitting Office-Services



Conclusions
Faster calibration

or better calibration
Enable design changes
Benefits from substantial computing 
resources
More complete than "validation"
More objective & transparent
More interactive

ability to explore lack-of-fit


